Princess Fred’s Matters
On coming to the house, they saw the child with his mother Mary, and they bowed
down and worshiped him. Then they opened their treasures and presented him
with gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh. Matthew 2:11

Thursday 20th
December 2018

Dear parents/carers,
It has been a busy, successful term for our pupils and staff. In school, in
the midst of our teaching and learning, preparation for all our festivities,
concerts and musical celebrations, we are mindful of the need to reflect on
the true meaning of Christmas and the importance of thinking of others at
this time of year. We are proud of a number of recent initiatives that have
centred on the importance of thinking of others. Recently, the PSA held a
mufti day with all the proceeds going to the London Crisis appeal. A total
of 1,808 books were donated by Fred‟s parents to the London Children's
Book Project which helps provide books for disadvantaged children
across London who would otherwise not have them. We received a large
number of wrapped shoe boxes packed full of essentials for children in
other countries. Your generosity will be greatly appreciated by many. A mountain of clothes was
also donated by parents for the Bags 2 School collection which helps with the reuse of clothes and
shoes to benefit those who rely on second hand clothes as their sole option for good quality items.
Thank you again to the PSA for organising. And finally, this week Ms Mulry and Mr Tang took the
music ensemble and boy‟s choir to play music, sing and hold conversations with the residents at
Willesden Court Nursing Home. They brought cheer to the resident‟s afternoons. Thank you to all
the children, staff and parents who helped all of us to think about the importance of giving and
thinking of others at this time.
We would also like to say a very big well done to all the children involved in the Nativity. It was
lovely to hear so many warm comments from parents and carers, grandparents, brothers and sisters
and many more about the performances. The children did us all proud.
We would like to finish by saying thank you to all, parents, pupils and friends of Princess Frederica,
for your continued support and to wish you and your loved ones a restful Christmas and a happy
New Year.
Mr Richards, Ms Christopher and Ms Banks
Nursery
This half term has been a very exciting one in Nursery.
We have been rehearsing and performing the Nativity,
begun practising our phonics and started attending
assemblies, as well as continuing to learn Princess
Frederica's routines, having music and PE lessons and
going to the library. We have been very busy!
Mr Olubanjo, Miss Qassem and I are so impressed
with all the children in Nursery, they have taken
everything new in their stride! Once again, other
members of staff have also been commenting on how
brilliantly the children conduct themselves when
moving around the school. They have been working
very hard on this, so should be very proud of themselves.
We wish you all, a well-rested and merry Christmas.
Ms Bellini
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Reception
This term in Reception we have been very busy! We have
been enjoying our PE sessions with Mr Chandler and have
become very independent when changing into our PE kit. We
have also been learning French this term, Madame Silvie
comes to see us on Thursdays. We are able so sing some songs
in French and we know some colours too.
In English the children have been reading a variety of texts,
such as So Much, Kipper's Birthday, Owl Babies and The bear
and the scary night. We have had great fun learning about
nocturnal animals and searching the embankment for any sign
of night time animals.
In maths we have been learning about more and less, patterns
and 2D shapes. Religion has been great fun too as we have
been reading about the Christmas Story and learning about the
angel Gabriel and Bethlehem. In Music we have been doing
lots of practise for our Nativity Play. We have become
fantastic confident singers!
We had great fun also when we went to visit the reindeer at College Green, we got to stroke and
feed them too!
We would like to wish you all a restful break and look forward to seeing you all again in the new
year.
Miss O Sullivan and Miss Mulry
Year 1
This has been a great half term for Year 1 who have been finding out about lots of exciting new topics. In English, the children have been learning about instructions and the fact that each instruction
starts with an imperative verb. They followed their own instructions in order to make jam sandwiches which they thoroughly enjoyed. They are doing really well in their new spelling tests which
happen every Friday morning. In maths, they
have learned about 2D and 3D shapes and are
beginning to use the vocabulary associated with
this topic. In history, the children have been
learning about toys from the past and thanks to
your cake sale endeavours, we were able to organise an exciting interactive workshop which
the children enjoyed immensely! The children
have loved completing their first ever DT topic
where they designed and assembled an animal
photo frame which also linked with our science
topic; animals including humans. Lastly, in RE,
the children have learned about the different
parts of the Christmas story which has prepared
them for our exciting Nativity which we are sure
made you very proud of your children. Have a
wonderful Christmas and a restful break!
Miss Bastick and Miss Staron
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Year 2
Year 2 have had a brilliant half term filled with lots of learning and festive activities. In maths we
have been learning about multiplication and division which the children have become very
confident with and are now starting to apply their understanding to word problems. In English the
children have been writing some fantastic stories based on the book The Way Back Home which
they have really enjoyed writing about. The children have also been learning about the significance
of light in RE, famous people in history, materials in science, purse sewing in DT and spread sheets
in computing.
Year 2 also went on their first trip of the year to the Vue Cinema to watch a fantastic called
Ferdinand. The children loved the film and used it as inspiration to become critics and write their
own film reviews.
As well as all this exciting learning a big focus for this half term has been The Nativity
performance. Year 2 worked incredibly hard with Mr Tang to practise their songs and perfect their
solos for the performances
last Thursday and Friday.
We were amazed by their
confidence and beautiful
voices and we hope you
enjoyed watching also.
Have a fantastic Christmas
and New Year and we look
forward to seeing the
children back well rested
in January.
Mr Duker and Ms Coode

Year 3
Year 3 have had a busy second half term. Our visit to the Verulamium Museum in St Albans enhanced our Romans studies, as have the interesting homework artefacts, showing
children's own research.
In English, we have been studying adventure stories, poetry and descriptive writing, reading
and writing in each genre. Our maths has focused
multiplication and division, extending to 2 digit
numbers and problems solving. Mathletics homework has continued to reinforce their learning in
school. We have continued to enjoy our weekly
class trumpet lessons, where some children have
shown great talent. Next term, selected children
will have the opportunity to continue with the
trumpet, while Mr Tang teaches music to the rest
of the class. Our art has focused on printing in
many different ways. In computing, we have
started learning how to use the correct keys to
type. Children can continue practising at home,
by accessing the program on Purple Mash (with
the same login as for Mathletics). Next half term,
our Romans topic continues and DT replaces art.
Ms Griffin and Ms Greenaway
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Year 4
In English, we have been reading Way Home, a moving portrayal of
homelessness and street children. The illustrations in the book are vibrant and
atmospheric. Each picture has a corner torn away to reveal the text. Children
have enjoyed a variety of discussions about this book i.e. relationships and
homelessness. We successfully linked this to our P4C mobile battery changer
lesson for further discussion of important issues from the book.
In Maths, the focus has been on the four main operations: the children have
been undertaking addition and subtraction, multiplication problems and division
using repeated subtraction and chunking. They have also had lessons on
equivalent fractions and fractions of quantities. In Science, the children have enjoyed learning about
the 'state of matter'. They have undertaken investigations to sort materials according to given
criteria.
We have continued with our History topic on Egypt and have written non-fiction text about
mummification and the process thereof. On computing, the children have used formulae in a
spreadsheet to undertake various calculations.
We also took a very exciting trip to The Petrie museum where we enjoyed
and gained further insight into The Egyptians and their artefacts.
Our topic on RE has also been very insightful learning about
Remembrance and Peace. The children were then given the opportunity to
write Christmas prayers in collective worship.
The Year 4 Team would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. We look forward to

returning on the 7th January 2019.
Mr Sowa, Ms Jariwala and Ms Brookes
Year 5
This half-term Year 5 has had a busy, yet enjoyable, term where we have
been learning about a range of topics including Ancient Greece in history,
forces in science and investigating how Christmas is conveyed in art and
music in RE .
In English we have been reading Holes by Louis Sachar and have
constructed a variety of text types in response including journal entries,
letters, character descriptions, setting descriptions, dialogue and narratives.
Furthermore, we have recently explored the picture book „King of the Sky‟
by Nicola Davies and used this text to compose our own short stories
following immersion in drama activities including hot-seating and reader‟s
theatre.
In mathematics both classes have been learning about fractions, 3D shapes,
perimeter, area, volume, squared/cubed numbers and Roman numerals. We
have also been practising the use of formal written methods in mathematics
including short division and long multiplication. Students also enjoyed
studying geometry where they began to measure and draw angles using a
protractor.
Both classes are to be commended for their efforts in a busy half term
program in which we also enjoyed a trip to the British Museum to see some
real Ancient Greek artefacts. The standard of work produced continues to be
of a high standard across both classes and most pleasingly students are
making strong progress in regards to achieving their learning targets. We
hope you all enjoy your well-deserved break and we look forward to seeing
you refreshed and ready to learn in 2019 for another enthralling half term.
Mr McCann and Mr Cheeseman
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Year 6
Year 6 have worked very hard on varied
subjects and topics in the second
half-term. In English, we have been
reading Wolf Wilder, an adventurous and
exciting book, which has inspired the
children to produce some fantastic
writing across a range of genres. In
maths, the focus has been on ratio,
proportion and algebra. They have also
worked on word problems using money
and decimal numbers. In other subjects in
the curriculum, we have carried on
studying on The Islamic Golden Age in
history; the qualities that Christians hold
and the distinctively Christian values that
they live by in RE; the human body and
healthy eating in science and
impressionism in art.
We enjoyed a trip to the Science
Museum where, in the Imax theatre, we
watched “A beautiful Planet” narrated by
Academy Award winner Jennifer
Lawrence. A Beautiful Planet provides a
truly unique vantage point to witness
humanity‟s impact on the natural world
and develop a deeper connection to the
place we call home.
Year 6 have been continuing to spend
time with their buddies where they
monitor and help reception children
through their first year at school. Also,
we hope you enjoyed watching both
Year 6‟s fantastic performances in their
class assemblies.
We look forward to seeing the children
back after a very well deserved break.
We wish you all a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Mr Larke and Ms Yerlisu
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PE
In PE we have been covering the topic of gymnastics in school except for Year 3 who have
continued with their swimming on a Wednesday morning and are working hard. A lot of children
have improved their water confidence in the pool and learnt various swimming strokes. This has led
to a number of children now swimming in the big pool.
Nursery and Reception children have enjoyed exploring and climbing on the different apparatus in
especially the wall bars in the hall and the benches and tables. They have learnt different ways of
travelling on the apparatus, balances and how to leave the apparatus safely.
Years 1 and 2 have been using the ropes this term: learning how to climb up them; support their
own weight and perform different balances.
Year 4 have covered two areas in PE this term: gymnastics and dance. In dance they have been
learning some basic steps, movements and routines in Irish dancing. In gymnastics they have been
working on balancing on points and patches when on the apparatus. They have also been working
with a partner to perform small sequences on and off the apparatus.
Year 5 have been doing symmetrical and asymmetrical balancing work with a partner on the
apparatus. They have displayed some really impressive balances and are growing in confidence
working on the high tables and wall bars.
Year 6 have learnt how to perform counter-balances and counter-tension balances in PE. They have
learnt what three components we use to perform a counter-balance and three produce
counter-tension. They have worked very hard in taking their excellent balances from the floor up on
to the apparatus and having the confidence to show their work on higher levels.
Mr Chantler.
Music
It's been an exciting term in music. Key Stage 1 and
Foundation Stage performed in the Nativity, with
Nursery having their debut performance on stage.
Strings, woodwind, brass and guitars each performed
an ensemble item for the Christmas PSA social. The
open choir enjoyed their first outing, performing at the
Westfield Christmas Choir Competition. The last week
of term will see the boys' singing club and the advanced chamber ensemble performing for a nursing
home, and the steel pans,
strings, brass, choirs and others performing for the end of
term extravaganzas.
Mr Tang

School Prayer
Father God,
We thank you for loving and making each one of us,
Help us to respect and care for each other and our environment.
Help us to work hard and play fairly
That our school may be a place of joy, peace and hope and a light in this community
We ask this in the name of Jesus Christ
Amen
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